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We investigate how the diffusion exponent is affected by controlling small domains in the phase
space.The main Kolomogorov-Arnold-Moser - KAM island of the Standard Map is considered to
validate the investigation. The bifurcation scenario where the periodic island emits smaller resonance
regions is considered and we show how closing paths escape from the island shore by controlling
points and hence making the diffusion exponent smaller. We notice the bigger controlled area the
smaller the diffusion exponent. We show that controlling around the hyperbolic points associated
to the bifurcation is better than a random control to reduce the diffusion exponent. The recurrence
plot shows us channels of escape and a control applied there reduces the diffusion exponent.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
It is known that stickiness plays an important role re-
garding transport properties in several areas of physics,
as fluids [1, 2], plasma dynamics [3, 4] and celestial me-
chanics [5]. For the generic Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser
(KAM) scenario [6–9], strong fluctuations are observed
due to the presence of Cantori [10] acting as a partial
barrier to the transport of particles. A way to charac-
terize the stickiness phenomena is by using the diffusion
exponent [11, 12], whose value allows us to distinguish
between anomalous diffusion, when the exponent is dif-
ferent from 1/2, and normal diffusion, when the exponent
is 1/2.
In a previous work [12], we applied a method to calcu-
late the diffusion exponent of an initial ensemble of orbits
around Kolmogorov-Arnold-Mose islands. We showed
the diffusion exponent changed when the island experi-
enced a bifurcation generating resonance islands. Based
in the work of [13–15] we conjectured that this happened
by the manifold dynamics of the hyperbolic fixed points
associated to the resonance islands. In this work we in-
vestigate deeper such a conjecture. We control small ar-
eas in phase space around the KAM islands, where every
time that a orbit enters these areas it is re-initiated as
a random point of the initial ensemble. Delimiting the
escape of the orbits by that zone in phase space we are
able to change the diffusion exponent and determine if
around the hyperbolic point exists channels of escape as
stated in [12].
The paper is organized as follows, section II introduces
the model under study and briefly describes the method
to calculate the diffusion exponent [20], in section III we
present some previous results, in section IV we show our
numerical results and finally conclusions are drawn in
section V.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND THE
METHOD
The model under study is the Standard Map [16, 17],
which describes the motion of a particle constrained to
move in a ring. The particle is kicked periodically by an
external field. The dynamics of the Standard Map (SM)
is described by a mapping TSM (pn, qn) = (pn+1, qn+1)
that gives the position and momentum just before the
(n+ 1)th kick
TSM :
{
pn+1 = [pn + k sin(qn)] mod (2pi)
qn+1 = [qn + pn+1] mod (2pi)
, (1)
where the parameter k controls the intensity of the non-
linearity of the mapping. Since the determinant of the
Jacobian matrix is the unity, the mapping preserves the
area on the phase space. A plot of the phase space of SM
is shown in Fig. 1.
FIG. 1: Plot of the phase space for the Standard Map con-
sidering the control parameter k = 1.
One sees from Fig. 1 a coexistence of chaotic domains
around regular ones, the regions of regular motion are
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2generally formed by invariant curves arranged in com-
plex structures called Kolmogorov-Arnold-Moser (KAM)
islands [6–9].
We follow the procedure presented in [12] to measure
the diffusion exponent around KAM islands. The proce-
dure is based in the studies of Scafetta and Grigolini [11]
to determinate the diffusion exponent by using entropy
measurements. A Brief description of the method is the
following, (for more details see [12]):
1. Choose a two dimensional I (horizontal divisions)
×I (vertical divisions) grid with help of the relation
10× diffusion rangefluctuation size ∼ grid divisions.
2. Set an ensemble of initial conditions around the
KAM island to apply the mapping.
3. Apply the mapping 1 to the ensemble of orbits. At
each iteration construct an histogram [hij ] counting
how many points are inside each grid box. Then
measure the entropy by means of the equation S =
−∑Ii=1∑Ij=1 hij ln (hij).
4. After some iterations search of a interval in time
where the entropy grows linearly[21] with ln (n).
5. Use the equation S = A + δ ln (n) to calculate the
diffusion exponent δ.
A variant of the method where we control an small area
in phase space has to consider a conditional statement if
in the SM. We consider additional steps in the previous
method:
2′ Choose a control area in phase space [22].
3′ At every iteration for each element of the ensemble
of orbits ask if the orbit has entered in the control
area. If it does it, re-initiate the orbit choosing a
new initial condition randomly from our ensemble
of orbits at n = 0.
III. PREVIOUS RESULTS
Similarly to [12] we measure the area of the main island
in the SM and compare it to the diffusion exponent. To
get the area of the main island separating chaos from
regular behavior in the phase space we see what regions
chaotic orbits visit and what regions are not visited. We
consider values of the parameter k where a set of chaotic
orbits can visit all the chaotic sea provided enough time
is allowed. We divide the phase space into grid of boxes
and ask if any of the chaotic orbits visited a given grid
element. If so we mark it as yellow indicating a box
of chaotic behavior. If none orbit has landed in a box
we paint is as a black characterizing a box of regular
behavior.
The main islands center is an elliptic fixed point of
coordinates q = pi , p = pi. It is located inside a box of
regular domain, hence black. Selecting all the boxes of
black color that are connected, i.e., that are first nearest
neighbors, starting from that one, we are able to find an
approximation of the main island area by a black region
of simple connected boxes. We call to the total area of
this boxes divided by total area, (2pi)2, the normalized
area.
FIG. 2: Plot of the diffusion exponent (red line) and the nor-
malized area of the main island (blue line) vs. the parameter
k. The region between vertical lines corresponds to the inter-
val k ∈ [1.45, 1.46] (Colors on line).
It is possible to see in Fig. 2 that whenever the area
decreases abruptly the diffusion exponent increases. Fur-
thermore the area grows, while the exponent decreases,
until a critical value when the area abruptly decreases
once more, with its corresponding increase in the diffu-
sion exponent. We mark two values of k, region between
the vertical lines in Fig. 2, at this interval happens the
largest decrease in the area, for the values of k consid-
ered.
We see in Fig. 3 the transition marked in Fig. 2. When
passing from k = 1.45 to k = 1.46 the main island ejects a
resonance of smaller islands, therefore reducing the area
of the main island. However, each ejected island has an
elliptic periodic point in the middle, and by the Poincare´
Birkhoff theorem [18, 19] exists their corresponding hy-
perbolic fixed points pair. According to the conjecture
presented in Ref. [12] the action of the stable and un-
stable manifolds of such hyperbolic points is responsible
for the changes in diffusion behavior since they provide
large channels to escape from the main island [13–15].
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
For a given value of k from the SM. Eq. 1, we search
the hyperbolic points, associated to the smaller islands
ejected, and control a circular area around them [23]
when we calculate the diffusion exponent.
In table I we see the change in diffusion exponent when
the area around the hyperbolic points is controlled. For
different values of the parameter k we have different peri-
3k = 1.45
k = 1.46
FIG. 3: Figure showing the separation of chaotic sea marked
in gray (yellow color) from the regular islands marked in black
color for two values of the control parameter. Smaller islands
are ejected from the main island when the control parameter
changed (Colors on line).
k Period δ (with control) δ (no control)
1.46 6 0.143± 0.001 0.247± 0.001
1.47 6 0.2448± 0.0009 0.3218± 0.0009
1.48 6 0.152± 0.003 0.288± 0.003
1.85 16 0.355± 0.002 0.358± 0.002
1.86 16 0.379± 0.005 0.383± 0.005
1.87 16 0.397± 0.002 0.399± 0.002
1.96 10 0.201± 0.009 0.221± 0.009
1.97 10 0.25± 0.01 0.275± 0.009
1.98 10 0.179± 0.007 0.189± 0.007
TABLE I: Table showing changes in the diffusion exponent
when controlling an small circular area around hyperbolic
points, (ball radius r = 0.001) .
ods in the resonance islands, but in every case the diffu-
sion exponent become smaller than without control. The
values of k were chosen near three decays in the normal-
ized area from Fig. 2.
We examine now the effect of the control area, we
change the radius of the circular ball around the hy-
perbolic points and see how does the diffusion exponent
changes, see Fig. 4
FIG. 4: Plot of the diffusion exponent against the radius of
the controlling ball for two values of the control parameter,
namely k = 1.46 and k = 1.96.
It is possible to see in Fig. 4 that a bigger value radius
of control area translates into a smaller value of the diffu-
sion exponent, meaning that more orbits are re-initiated
since it is more likely than a orbit enters in the control
area. If we change the position of the control area, the
diffusion exponent also changes, as can be seen in Figs.
5 and 6. We we notice the diffusion exponent seems to
be more affected when the control area is around an hy-
perbolic point (red point) than when is around another
random point (blue points).
FIG. 5: Plot of diffusion exponent for k = 1.46, the position
of the control point is indicated with blue points with its
diffusion exponent next to them. The red point indicates
the hyperbolic fixed point. The green points are the initial
ensemble of conditions. The gray dots in the background
shows the Standard Map portrait for that value of k (Colors
on line).
Finally we search if there is a connection between the
diffusion exponent and the recurrence in phase space. For
4FIG. 6: Plot of the diffusion exponent for k = 1.96, the posi-
tion of the control point is indicated with blue points with its
diffusion exponent next to them. The red point indicates the
hyperbolic fixed point. The green points are the initial ensem-
ble of conditions. The gray dots in the background shows the
Standard Map portrait for that value of k (Colors on line).
an initial ensemble of conditions we calculate the number
of times any of them enters a small box of a grid. Ac-
cording to the number of times any point entered, a box
is assigned with a given color, see Fig. 7.
FIG. 7: Recurrence plot for the initial ensemble of orbits
(green points). Every box in the grid has a color assigned
depending on the number of points visited them, yellow indi-
cates a larger concentration of points, black a small concen-
tration (Colors on line).
In Fig. 8 wee see a color grid with the value of the
diffusion exponent when the control area is in each grid
box. We notice the diffusion exponent near the hyper-
bolic point it is smaller than in other regions. Even more,
this figure has similar structure as shown Fig. 7 confirm-
ing small channels were the control is better than away
from those channels.
FIG. 8: Diffusion exponent for the initial ensemble of orbits
(green points). Every box in the grid has a color assigned
depending on the value of the diffusion exponent when the
control area is in the grid box (Colors on line).
V. CONCLUSION
We calculated the diffusion exponent around the main
island in the Standard map. We focused in the bifurca-
tion scenario were the main KAM island emits smaller
resonance islands. For different values of the nonlinear
parameter k we showed that when considering an small
control area, around hyperbolic points associated to the
resonances, it is possible to change the diffusion expo-
nent making it smaller. This is mainly due to the fact
that the control action closes paths to escape from the
main island. We also showed that the bigger the control
area the smaller the diffusion exponent, since it is more
probable that an orbit will enter the control area.
We showed that changing the position of the control
point the diffusion exponent changes, for random control
points this diffusion exponent is not much affected as
when we consider the hyperbolic point.
Finally, when comparing Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, we saw
that a recurrence plot shows channels of escape, places
of high recurrence, where a controlled point made the
diffusion exponent smaller.
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